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PREFACE

Fast critical assemblies, such as the Zero Power Plutonium reactor (ZPPR)
operated by the Argonne National Laboratory, require large Inventories of
plutonium and/or enriched-uranium fuels. The fuel inventory of a fast critical
assembly normally consists of a very large number of small fissile-material-
containing elements. For a number of rea-cms the fuel elements which constitute
the inventory of a typical fast critical assembly may be considered to be
attractive targets for diversion. Thus, it is important that effective
safeguards be implemented at fast critical assembly facilities.

The ZPPR facility, and all other fast critical assembly (FCA) facilities,
are subject to stringent safeguards and security procedures imposed by domestic
authorities of the country operating the facility. These procedures include
physical security, containment and surveillance devices, records control, and
periodic inventory verifications. These domestic safeguards are normally aimed
at covert or overt diversion by individuals or small groups of individuals.
International safeguards procedures are administered by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The goal of the IAEA is to detect the diversion
of a minimum of ?• kg of plutonium or 25 kg of U (greater than 20% enrich-
ment). The recommended confidence level of detection is between 90 and 99%.
The IAEA safeguards procedures are based on periodic inspection visits and on
containment and surveillance devices. The inspection visits include records
audits and inventory verifications with some nondestructive assay (NDA) mea-
surements. The IAEA must also assaue that the entire resources of a facility
can be used to perpetrate and subsequently conceal a diversion of fissile
material. The inventory verification methods used by the IAEA inspectors must
be able to assure, independently of the facility's domestic safeguard system,
that no more than the goal quantities of fissile material have been removed.
These verification methods must also minimize inspection time, radiation ex-
posure to inspectors and facility personnel, and programmatic impact on the
facility under inspection. The details of inspection procedures are negotiated
with the inspection facility, and are documented in facility attachments.

The activities summarized in Part I of this report are aimed at conceptual
design of components of an effective safeguards system for fast critical facil-
ities which will be useful to the IAEA. The activities that were emphasized
were for developing techniques compatible with the present technical capability
of the IAEA inspection teams. The basis for assessing this capability was
discussed with IAEA personnel at an IAEA-sponsored Large Inventory Critical
Facility Safeguards Working Group meeting In Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of
Germany, in October 1979. The conclusions of these discussions were that the
present IAEA methodology involves item accounting supported by limited nonde-
structive assay (NDA) capability* Current work in this area is discussed In
Part II of this report. It was also concluded that the IAEA is considering,
but not presently using, technically complex containment and surveillance
systems. In order to minimize impact on facility operations, the IAEA has
negotiated with facilities techniques to seal fuel elements in the reactor
matrix when possible. Consequently, the activities reported on in Part I were
concent :ated on development of fuel element seal concepts.
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THE APPLICATION OF INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS TO
FAST CRITICAL ASSEMBLY FACILITIES

- FY 1980 Summary Report -

ABSTRACT

Nuclear materials inventory-verification techniques for large
split-table fast critical assemblies are being studied in this
program. Emphasis has been given to techniques that minimize
fuel handling in order to reduce facility downtime and radiation
exposure to the inventory team. The techniques studied include
drawer seals, autoradiography, and spectral index measurements.
Two-drawer sealing techniques iiave been studied, and the relative
strengths and/ weaknesses are pointed out. The rod-type locking
mechanism would not disrupt the reactor cooling air flow or inter-
fere with autoradiography but is more expensive to implement.
Passive autoradiography was used in a ZPPR inventory to verify to
a 93% confidence level that less than 8-kg Pu was missing. The
inventory was completed in four days by a five-member team with
radiation exposures well within acceptable limits. Two autoradio-
graphic film packages were developed to distinguish HEU from a DU
matrix. The 30-mil pack requires an exposure between 4 and 16
hours and fits into most of the drawers. The 40-mil pack requires
only a two-hour exposure but fits into less than half the drawers.
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PART I

REACTOR DRAWER SEALS

(P. I. Amundson, P. B. McCarthy, and S. B. Brumbach)

I. INTRODUCTION

One promising technique for reducing the impact of inspections at fast
critical facilities is the application of seals. The IAEA is familiar with
seal systems and has had extensive experience with their applications. The
application of seals to fast critical assemblies is viewed as a complement to
other inventory verification methods such as those described in Part II of
this report.

In order to evaluate the possibilities for seal applications at fast
critical assemblies it is necessary to describe some of the physical, opera-
tional and programmatic activities at such a facility. The following sections
provide these descriptions, list criteria for seal systems and describe some
possible concepts.

II. Description of the ZPPR Assembly and Its Fuel

The ZPPR fast critical assembly is the split-table type consisting of two
halves, one movable and one stationary. Figure 1 shows the faces of the two
separated halves. Each half is a 14-ft square array of square-cross-section
matrix tube!. A matrix loading machine is shown at the center of Fig. 1. Fuel
is contained in drawers 2-ln. square and up to 36-in. long. In addition to
fuel elements, the drawers contain structural, coolant, and fertile materials
to model the composition of proposed power reactors. Figure 2 shows a 36-in.-
long drawer and Fig. 3 shows a matrix tube. The cross sectional view of a
drawer in a matrix tube is shown in Fig. 4. As noted, there is 0.062 in. of
clearance between the top of the drawer contents and the matrix tube, and
0.031 in. of clearance between the side of the drawer and the matrix tube. A
typical drawer contains a core segment with either one or two columns of
fuel plates (0.5 kg or 1.0 kg of fissile material) and a second segment with
axial blanket materials. The drawers are inserted into the matrix tubes from
the reactor face. A steel or iron block is often inserted first and fits
behind the drawer as part of the axial reflector. A tab on the side of the
drawer prevents the front of the drawer from being pushed beyond the reactor
face. A button on the bottom of the drawer, near the front, enables the matrix
loading machine to grasp the drawer and pull it out of the matrix. The 0.062-in.
gap at the top of the drawer contents acts as flow channel for the cooling air
which is drawn through the reactor. Once all the drawers are loaded, the
reactor halves are driven together, and poison-containing control rods are
withdrawn to achieve criticallty.

Because personnel must sometimes work between the reactor halves, the
radiation dose at the reactor faces is important. The spontaneous decay of the
radioactive material in the typically plutonium-fueled core creates a beta gamma
field of approximately 100 mR/hr at a distance of 2 In. from the unshielded face
of a reactor half. The dose from spontaneously emitted neutrons Is approxi-
mately 200 mR/hr. In order to reduce exposure to persons working between the
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Fig. 1. The ZPPR Fast Critical Facility.
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Fig. 2. ZPPR 36 i n . Long Drawer.
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Fig. 3. ZPPR 14 ft. by 14 ft. Matrix Tube.
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Fig. 4. Matrix Tube and Drawer Dimensions.

reactor halves, shields containing both beta/gamina and neutron absorbing mater-
ials can be placed in front of each reactor half. These shields run on rails
above the reactor and are withdrawn prior to reactor startup. The shields are
composed of segements which can be separated to provide access to a few columns
of drawers. The beta/gamma dose at the reactor face does increase significantly
following a high-power run. The highest power routinely achieved on ZPPR is
approximately 1.5 kW during foil irradiation experiments. After sixteen hours
of cooling following reactor operation at 1.5 kW, the beta/gamma dose rate 2
in. from the reactor face (no shields in place) Is approximately 700 mR/hr.

The plutonium-containlng fuel elements used at ZPPR are in the form of
small, stainless-steel-clad plates or rods. Most plates contain a ternary
alloy of plutonium, depleted uranium, and molybdenum with a nominal 28 wt.7.
plutonium. Some plates contain a 99% Pu/12-Al alloy. Plates are 2 in. wide,
and most are 0.25 in. thick, and from 4 to 8 in. long. Some plates are 0.125
in. thick, and some are less than 4 in. long. The fuel rods contain a mixture
of plutonium oxide and depleted uranium oxide and are 0.375 in. in diameter
and 6 in. long. The beta/gamma dose rate at the surface of the ternary alloy
fuel plates Is approximately 3 R/hr. The dose rate from the Pu/Al plates is
somewhat higher. These dose rates, and the dose rates noted between the
reactor halves, are not high enough to deny fuel access to a potential diverter,
but are high enough to present a hazard to persons, including inspectors, who
must routinely be in contact with the fuel elements.
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Because the fuel elements at ANL facilities are very numerous and in
the form of discrete, well-characterized plates and rods, item-control methods
are used by the facility in its material-control system. Fuel elements are
stored end loaded into drawers according to fissile element, size, manufacturer,
and isotopic composition. Facility records provide the number of fuel elements
of each type in any given storage container or assembly drawer. Responsibility
for the material at the facility is shared between the operating division
(Applied Physics) and the custodial division (Special Materials). Custody of the
material is transferred from the custodial division to the operating division
when the material is transferred between the vault and the reactor. Each
division maintains records of what is in the vault and what is in the reactor.
Vault and reactor inventories are normally verified at the same time so that the
total number of items of each type must equal the sum of the vault and the
reactor inventories.

Most of the time a large majority of the fuel elements are in the assembly.
If, during an inventory verification, individual fuel elements or single drawers
are removed from the assembly for item counting or for NDA measurements, the
efficiency of the experimental program is adversely affected. A complete
physical inventory at ZPPR, including visual inspection of each fuel element and
NDA measurements on 5% of the inventory, requires about 30 eight-hour shifts
with six persons in each shift, or 1440 man-hours effort. Because of accumulated
radiation exposure, individual participation is limited to 5 shifts. As a
result, 36 persons are required to perform the inventory verification.
Clearly, it is highly desirable to have verification methods which can satisfy
international inspection criteria and simultaneously minimize the operational
impact on the facility under inspection. If a seal system can be devised so
that a significant number of reactor drawers are not subject to examination
beyond a seal verification, then a substantial savings in inspection time can
be realized* In order to further evaluate the problems to be encountered in
any seal system, the next section will describe a recent experimental program
conducted on ZPPR.

III. Description and Operational Summary of ZPPR Assembly 10

Assembly 10 of ZPPR was designed to provide engineering benchmark
measurements on 4600-liter and 6000-liter cores, including mocknp control
rod positions and mockup control rods. Assembly 10 contained an inner-core
region, an outer-core ngion, axial and radial blankets, and axial and radial
reflectors. The outer core contained both single-column fuel drawers and
double-column fuel drawers. Up to 31 sodium-containing control rod positions
were included. When mockup control rods were added, the sodium was replaced
with boron carbide. After control rod addition, criticality was obtained by
replacing single-column fuel drawers with double-column fuel drawers in the
inner core. Typical of the larger Assembly-10 cores was Phase C, which had a
volume of 6158 liters and contained nineteen 3—by—3—drawer control rod positions.
The critical mass for this core as approximately 2600 kg of ̂ ^Pu + 239pu#
Figure 5 shows the core interface diagram of ZPPR 10-C. The drawer loading
patterns are shown in Fig. 6. There was a total of 5658 drawers in Phase 10-C,
not including iron blocks inserted into matrix tubes to form the radlV.l reflec-
tor. Of the 5658 drawers, 2196 were in the inner core, 1776 In the outer core,
1344 in Che radial blanket, and 342 in Che control-rod positions. Thus 3972
drawers contained fuel.
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Fig. 5. ZPPR-10 C
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Fig. 6. ZPPR-10 C Drawer
Loading Patterns.
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The entire Assembly-10 program lasted approximately 10 months. During
this period there were 191 loading changes which required the removal and
replacement of at least one drawer in the matrix. In many cases several
drawers were affected. This corresponds to almost ona loading change for each
day of assembly operation. Experiments conducted on Assembly 10 included ex-
tensive studies of sodium voiding, control rod worth, and reaction rate pro-
files using foil irradiation. All these experiments require frequent loading
changes. This frequent movement of drawers must be considered when designing
any drawer-sealing system.

The control rod worth and sodium void experiments are conducted with the
reactor in a subcritical configuration. Many other experiments are conducted
with a critical configuration, but with power levels of 100 watts or less.
Only the relatively infrequent foil irradiations require powers of 1 kW or
greater. Thus the higher radiation dose rates associated with higher power
operation are infrequent.

IV. The Application of Seals to In-core Fuel Verificc.tion

A. General Considerations

Tamper-indicating sealing devices have the potential to provide veri-
fication of the integrity of the fissile material inventory at iast critical
facilities with relatively small impact on the facility's operations. In
addition to applications to fuel in vault storage, there are possible applica-
tions of seals to fuel in the assembly core. If a drawer containing a verified
amount of fuel can be attached to the assembly matrix with a tamper-indicating
seal, then it is possible that the verification of the integrity of this seal is
equivalent to verification of the contents of the drawer during a fuel inventory.
This seal verification would be valid only if the drawer was not removed from
the matrix as part of a loading change associated with the reactor experimental
program. It is very likely that verification of seal identity and integrity will
have a much smaller impact on facility operation than will removing the drawer
from the assembly and verifying the drawer contents by another means. Even
greater savings in both facility time and inspection time can be realized if
several drawers can be secure and verified with a single seal. If drawers are
sealed singly, then a maximum number of 5796 seals would be required. If an
entire column (or row) of drawers could be secured with one seal, then as few
as 132 seals would be required. In the realistic case when loading changes
are frequent, seals could be applied to drawers or groups of drawers less
likely to be removed.

Any acceptable drawer-sealing system should have the following character-
istics:

1. The time required for verification should be less than the time required
for other existing verification methods.

2. Radiation exposure to inspectors and operating personnel should be no
greater than that associated with other existing verification methods.

3. The degree of confidence in the verification should not be significantly
less than with other existing methods.
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4. The system should not require extensive modification to the reactor or
reactor components.

5. The system must be compatible with safe reactor operations. This condi-
tion includes the following considerations:

a. The sealing device must not significantly disrupt the reactor
cooling air flow.

b. The system must be compatible with the drawer-loading machine.

c. Seals must be easily removed so that drawers can be moved.

d. The system does not introduce into the core materials which will
affect the neutronics of the reactor.

Systems involving seals have the advantage that the IAEA has had considerable
experience with seals and has already agreed to using seal systems at fast
critical facilities.

B. Designs for Drawer Locking Mechanisms

It should be stated first that this activity is involved with design-
ing only part of a seal system. The portion of the seal system described in
this activity would have to Incorporate a seal supplied by the IAEA to complete
the system-

Two types of drawer locking mechanisms have been proposed. Prototype
hardware was developed for each, and the two types of hardware were tested in
the reactor. Both locking mechanisms work on the principle that the drawer is
fastened to the back of the matrix. A cable runs through a locking device and
hole in the back of the matrix tube (see Fig. 3); the ends of the cable are
then fastened by a tamper-indicating seal supplied by the IAEA. The goal of
this activity is to design tamper-indicating hardware connecting the drawer
with the back of the matrix tube.

1. The Locking Strip

Two types of locking strips have been designed, fabricated, and
tested. These strips are shown in Fig. 7. The "T" strip is shown on the left.
It is inserted from the front of the matrix, fits over the drawer contents in
the 0.062-in. coolant-flow gap, and is fastened to the hole at the back of the
matrix tube. The "T" strip is schematically shown in place in Fig. 8.

The coolant flow was measured for a single matrix tube with a "T"
seal in place. The measured flow after installation was 13% less than before
installation. The strip occupied 19% of the coolant flow area.

In another measurement, the back of a sealed drawer was subjected to
a 100-lb pull to simulate the loading machine attempting to remove a sealed
drawer. This 100-lb pull did not affect the 90° bend at the front of the strip,
did not damage the drawer contents, and did not damage the tab at the side of the
drawer.

There is a potential problem with the tamper resistance of the T
strip mechanism. It is possible to propose scenarios in which the part of the
steel strip at the front of the drawer is cut or bent allowing the drawer to be
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Fig. 7. Locking Strips

Loaning strip for attachment to

matrix loading luachine button on

bottom of drawer

Fig. 8. Locking
Strip System.

Locking hole

2 x 2 x 5 in.
steel block

Locking strip
1/2 x 0.020 x 61 in.
spring steel

Matri* tube
2.175 o.d. x 2.175 o.d. x 60 in.
with 0.040 in. wall

Matrix loading Machine button

Fuel end
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removed without disturbing the seal at the back of the matrix tube. A means
would then be required to cover up the tampering with the front of the strip.

There are other disadvantages to the "T" strip. The air flow through
the coolant channel is reduced. The strip is inserted from the face of the
reactor half where radiation levels are highest. Two people, one at the
reactor face and one at the back of tb* matrix tubes in the plenum, should be
used to be certain that the correct matrix location is recorded for a given
seal. Also, the stip would interfere with confirmatory autoradiography
described in Part II. The main advantage to the "T" strip is in its cost. A
strip could be supplied for all fuel drawers for an estimated $15,000, (in
1979 dollars) not Including seals for the fastening cables.

A variation of the "T" strip mechanism is the circular locking strip
shown at the right of Fig. 7. In this case, the strip is inserted in the
coolant-air channel of the drawer below the drawer co be locked., and the
ring fits over the button on the bottom of the dvawer to be locked. Most of
the comments pertaining to the "T" strip also pertain tc the circular strip.

2. Rod-Type Locking Mechanism

tested.
A rod-type locking mechanism has been designed, fabricated and
The design is shown schematically in Fig. 9. In this design, a steel

3/16 in. chick steel plate
welded to drawer

2 X 2 X S in.
steel block
uith 5/16 in. hole

Fig. 9. Rod Locking
System.

1/4 in. diam steel rod
one end threaded
one end flattened

Matrix tube
2.175 o.d. X 2.175 o.d. X 60 in.
with 0.040 in. wall

Blocking clip

Locking hole for rod and clip
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plate is welded Co the back of a fuel drawer and drilled and tapped to accommo-
date the sealing rod. The steel reflector block which sits behind the drawer
must also be drilled. The rod terminates in a flat section with a hole aligned
with the hole in the back of the matrix tube. Again, a cable is wound through
the holes in the rod, the matrix tube, and the blocking clip, and its ends are
fastened with an IAEA tamper-indicating seal.

An important feature cl the rod seal is the blocking clip at the back
of the matrix tube. The clip has holes to accommodate the locking rod and to
allow coolant air flow. The two sides of the clip parallel to the sides of the
matrix tube have holes aligned with the holes in the matrix tube so that the
cable makes the clip an integral part of the sealing mechanism. This has the
advantage of denying access to the rod where it is not subject to visual inspec-
tion. The rod locking system also has the advantage that no part of the system
is directly accessible from the reactor interface. In order to verify the
integrity of the seal rod, it is proposed that enough cable slack be retained
to allow the rod to push or pull the drawer forward a fraction of an an inch.

The rod-type mechanism is installed only from the plenum behind the
reactor matrix. Radiation levels in the plenum are low — approximately
3 mR/hr for beta/gamma and approximately 6 mR/hr for neutrons. Entry to the
plenum does, however, require the use of full-face respirator equipment.

One major disadvantage to the rod-type mechanism is its cost. Each
drawer and each iron block behind a drawer will require modification. The cost
estimate for modifying all fuel drawers and filling them with rod-type sealing
mechanisms is $60,000 (in 1979 dollars), not including cable seals. The use of
24-in. drawers behind the normal 36-in. drawers would not be possible for drawers
with locks unless the 24-in. drawers were modified. The mechanism adds extra
steel to the reactor, although this extra steel and the hole in the reflector
block should not significantly affect reactor neutronics. The rod-type mechanism
has been tested on one drawer in the ZPPR matrix for seven months, and its pre-
sence has not caused any operational difficulty. The mechanism will withstand
the l00-lb pull which can be exerted by the matrix loading machine* Modified
drawers can .-aadily be made compatible with the loading machine. Seal removal
time was estimated at 15 sec per drawer. Installation time was estimated at
20 sec per drawer exclusive of the time required for the cable end sealing.

3. Cable Seal

An integral part of the drawer sealing system is the sealing device
used to fasten the two ends of the cable which attach the drawer to the matrix
tube. The system can be -io more tamper-proof than this cable sealing component.
It is anticipated that the IAEA will supply sealing devices of its own choosing.
Until a cable seal is chosen, final estimates of cost and time required for
fastening and releasing seal mechanisms cannot be made. Figure 10 provides a
schematic view of how a cable and seal might be applied.

4. Multiple Drawer Seals

In order to seal more than one drawer, it is necessary simply to use
more cable to connect the backs of the rods or stripe with the backs of the
natrix tubes. A single cable seal can thus be used for several drawers. One
potential problem is keeping the cable sufficiently tight if the number of
drawers becomes large.
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Locking Strip

Lead Lock

Wire

Fig. 10. Locking Strip, Rear nd.

5. Seal System Verification

At inventory verification time, the inspector can verify the contents
of all undisturbed drawers by verifying the seal Identity and integrity. It is
not possible to estimate the tirae required for this process without knowing the
type of cable seal to be used. The process could potentially be slow due to
the need to verify the integrity of the cable itself. The integrity of the rod
can be checked by pushing or pulling on the drawer. Another potential problem
is that not all matrix tubes are easily accessible from the reactor plenum.

V. Conclusions

Potential savings in inventory time make the sealing of reactor drawers
to their matrix positions an attractive option for inventory verifications by
international inspectors. Two types of mechanisms, a strip type and a rod type,
were designed, fabricated, and tested in the reactor. The rod type mechanism
was considered superior but considerably more costly. While no Insurmountable
operational problems were encountered, the sealing operation would substantially
impact the pace of normal loading operations and will result in some additional
radiation exposure. Final cost and time estimates must await selection of a
cable sealing device.
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The drawer sealing systems studied pertain to ZPPR use only. Application
of this technique to other horizontal split-table critical facilities (ZPR-6,
ZPR-9, or the Japanese FCA) would require independent assessment and experi-
mentation. It is expected that optimum sealing techniques for these facilities
would take a somewhat different form.

The application of these techniques Lo the ZPR-6 and ZPR-9 critical facili-
ties needs experimental investigation. It is anticipated that this study will
be undertaken during Fiscal Year 1981.

Application of these methods to the world's only other horizontal split-
table critical facility (FCA in Japan) is not properly a part of any U.S.
study. It could be considered, however, as part of a larger program of coopera-
tion between the U.S. and Japan on international aspects of critical facility
safeguards. Such a program merits serious consideration.
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PART II

NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY TECHNIQUES

(C. M. Sholeen, C. T. Roche, and R. B. Perry)

I. INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques developed under this program are
being used during fast critical assembly inventories at ANL.! Active methods
(requiring the reactor to reach criticality) and passive methods (using spon-
taneously emitted radiation) are considered. Only passive techniques are
applicable for inventories of the material in the vault. Since the techniques
used for Pu fuel are not identical to those for U fuel, they will be considered
separately.

II. SAMPLING PLAN FOR FAST CRITICAL ASSEMBLY INVENTORY

The fissile material at fast critical assemblies is stored either in
reactor drawers or in vault canisters. The number of fuel elements in the
reactor core changes during the experimental program. During an inventory it
is important to verify the location of the fuel elements. Autoradiographic
fuel—imaging techniques are being developed to peitorm a piece count of the
fuel elements while keeping minimal the radiation dose to the inspectors.
Statistical techniques In which a representative sample of the total inventory
is selected may be used to further reduce radiation exposure. A sampling plan
is developed to indicate the number of drawers and canisters of fuel elements
that must be verified. The IAEA has proposed the criteria that sampling should
be roade to ensure that, to a confidence level between 90% and 99%, less than
8 kg of Pu or 25 kg of 2 3 5U (greater than 20% enrichment) is missing.2 These
criteria find the amount of fuel in each reactor drawer, the number of reactor
drawers, the amount of fuel in the vault, an'? the number of vault canisters
containing fuel are the data necessary to construct a sampling plant. The
method used to calculate the number of drawers and canisters to be inspected
is presented in the Appendix. A random number generator is used to indicate
the exact drawers and canisters whose fuel elements are to ba counted.

III. PASSIVE IN-CORE AUTORADIOGRAPHY FOR
ENRICHED URANIUM FUEL DRAWERS

Experiments have been conducted to find a combination of X-ray film,
screens, and filters which will produce images of HEU plates in a reactor core
by using only the spontaneously emitted radiation. There is a nomina, 62-mil
clearance between the contents of the drawer and the matrix tube (see Fig. 4).
An experiment conducted to determine the spacing which will be reliably avail-
able indicated that the film packet must be less than 30 mil thick to fit into
greater than 80% of the drawers. This severely restricts the composition of the
film packet. A lead filter is needed between the uranium and the film to obtain
an image of the HEU plates darker than that of the DU plates. The lead filters
the 2.29 MeV beta radiation from the 2 3 8U daughter, 23«n»Pa. The only file
pack investigated that meets both of these requirements consists of 10-eil Pb
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beneath Kodak No-Screen Medical X-ray film, both enclosed In a black plastic
sleeve. This pack requires at least a 4-hour exposure (Fig. 11-A), but the film
is not overexposed in a 16-hour (overnight) exposure. The long exposure may be
more convenient because the reactor is shut down and the door to the reactor can
be sealed. In addition, the HEU columns must be separated by DU columns that are
more than 0.125-in. thick in order to clearly distinguish the Individual columns.

At present, the ZPR-9 core is composed mainly of triple columns of 0.063-
in.-wide HEU plates in a DU matrix (Assembly 36). The dual purpose (DP) con-
trol drawers have nine HEU columns. Single and double HEU columns in adjacent
drawers compensate for the additional HEU. Spacing causes a problem in this
core only for the DP drawers.

If the drawers with less than 30 mil clearance can be removed from the
matrix, a thicker film pack can be used. A jack consisting of 10 mil Pb beneath
Kodak Lanex intensifying screen and Kodak Ortho-H film requires only a two-hour
exposure (Fig. 11-B). This pack will also easily distinguish HEU columns that

A

Fig. 11. Autoradic^raphs of HEU in a DU matrix. A. Two 0.063-in HEU
plates separated by 0.25-in DU; 4-hour exposure of 10-mil Pb
and Kodak TTo-Screen Medical X-ray film. B. Three 0.125-in
HEU plates separated by 0.125-in DU; 2-hour exposure of 10-mil
Pb, Kodak Lanex intensifying screen, and Kodak Ortho-H film.
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are only 0.125 in. apart, as in the DP drawers. This pack can distinguish 20%
and 31% enriched uranium from both depleted and highly enriched uranium, whereas
the poorer contrast obtained with No-Screen film makes this distinction doubtful.

The No-Screen film can be developed in the TFI automatic processor with
Kodac X-Omat chemicals. The developer temperature and the timing are being
varied to find the optimum developing conditions. The Ortho-H film is developed
with the same processsor and chemicals. The optimum conditions are 24°C and
50% speed (140 sec).

IV. PASSIVE INVENTORY TECHNIQUES FOR PLUTONIUM

A five-member team from the Special Materials Division (SPM) of Argonne
National Laboratory-Illinois (ANL-IL) inventoried the Pu fuel elements at the
ZPPR fast critical assembly in September 1980. There were 2625 plutoniutn-
bearing fuel containers. A sampling plan was devised to verify the Pu inventory
to within 8 kg w, th a 93% confidence level. This required that the contents of
478 vault -.anisters and 478 reactor drawers be verified. During the inventory,
824 pieces of film were exposed, labeled, and developed, and their images were
compared with the facility records for the individual drawers or canisters.
The film was handled by the inventory team at all stages. From a total of
36,939 fuel nieces of the facility, 7572 fuel pieces were autoradiographed,
and an additional 5959 fuel pieces in the vault were counted by opening con-
tainers that could not be autoradiographed. The inventory was completed in
four working days, including any duplicate exposures needed to correct foi
human errors. Assistance, such as handling the canisters that needed to be
visually verified, was provided by ZPPR personnel when required. An effort of
250 man-hours was needed during the inventory, in addition to about 80 man-hours
of preparation. Most of the preparation time was required for packaging the
film and for preparing the sampling plan. The total radiation dose received
r/ the team was zero nonpenetrating, 200 mrem penetrating (x, f , 3), and l̂ 6
mrem neutron radiation. Most of the radiation was accumulated by the two
members of the team who inserted the autoradiographic film packs into the
drawers and under the canisters (85 mrem penetrating and 89 mrem neutron for
the person inserting the film, and 60 mrem penetrating and 57 mrem neutron for
the person recording the information). The sum of the exposure for the nine
ZPPR personnel was 86 inrcrj penetrating and 48 mrem neutron radiation. Except
for the individuals working in the cell, all exposures were less than the
100 mrem guideline. While the exposure In the cell was slightly higher, it
is within the 100-500 mrem guideline for planned exposure, provided that the
individuals are not subjected to these levels on a weekly basis.

A. Vault

Of the 478 canisters verified, 346 were autoradiographed; 112 had their
seals broken and the piece count made visually; 20 had seals which were
accepted because they had not broken since the previous Inventory. There were
912 storage canisters. Where the pieces were visually counted, the canisters
were resealed and their seal identification was recorded. Kodak Industrex-AA
film was used to record the number and two dimensions of the plates inside the
remaining canisters. Verification of the composition of the plates is provided
by the image density on the film for a given exposure time: SEFOR ternary
alloy plates are 0.25 in. wide, have 85% °Pu, and were exposed for 90 minutes;
the 0.25-in.-wide ZPPR ternary alloy plates with 11.5% 2,f0Pu were exposed for
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45 minutes, and those with 26% 2m)pu w e r e exposed for 15 minutes. The 99Z Pu
alloy pistes were 0.125 in. wide and contained 5% 2<,0Pu, but only required
a 45-mlnute exposure.

A further check that the canisters actually contained fissile material was
made with a random driver in the passive mode (correlated neutron detector).
The rate of three coincidences (fission neutrons and gamma rays) recorded from
each of eight previously verified canisters is plotted in Fig- 12 as a function

1000-

700 000

Mass (gm Pu-240)

Fig. 12. Coincidence count (3 out of 4) as a function of 2l,0Pu
from eight ZPPR vault canisters.
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of the mass in the ZPPR records. The seven points that lie on a single line
are from six canisters containing ZPPR plates with 11.5% 2l+0Pu and one canis-
ter containing rods of mixed oxides. The eighth container held plates of the
99% Pu alloy with 222 2l*°Pu and gave the high count seen in the figure. Even
without calibration, these data verify that the amount of fissile material ir.
each container is proportional to the record mass. In addition, it is obvious
that there is a big difference in the composition of the sample with the high
count rate. The coincidence count rate from the 99%-Pu alloy would be expected
to be greater than that from the 28%-Pu ternary alloy or from the 13%-Pu mixed
oxide because of absorption in the depleted uranium matrix.

3. Reactor

Of the 478 drawers verified, all were autoradiography. There were 400
double fuel-column drawers, from a total of 1264, and 78 s ngle fuel-column
drawers, from a total of 446. Each column of fuel contained 0.56 kg Pu. The
single column of Pu fuel plates was in the center of the drawer (see Fig. 6).
It was autoradiographed with 2-ft-long strips of Kodak Industrex-M film cut
from 1.38-in.-wide Ready Pack rolls. The packet, sealed at both ends with
black tape, was 38 mil at the thickest part. This pack could not be placed
over both columns in the dual fuel-column drawer. Therefore, a packet consist-
ing of black plaPtic tubing, heat sealed at one end and taped at the other,
containing 1.75-in.-wide by 2-ft long strips of Kodak Industrex-M filr was
used. The thickness of this film pack was 20 mil. Even with a nominal 62-mil
clearance between the drawer contents and the matrix tube, there was an
obstruction in 14 dual-column drawers and in 18 single-column drawers that
prevented the insertion of these film packs. An additional 12 dual-column
drawers contained instruments or poision rods that also prevented film inser-
tion. To verify the required number of drawers, the randomness of the sample
was violated, and alternate drawers were chosen for verification.

The image density produced during the 30-minute exposure contributes to
the verification of the plate composition. In addition, Cu, Cd, and To
filters, each 10 mil thick, were placed between the film and the fuel plates
of two drawers. The density ratios of the plate images through the filters
was consistent with the ratios expected from Pu fuel plates.

For the randomness of the sample to be preserved, the 44 drawers that
rejected the film would have to be verified. Some of: the single-column drawers
could have been autoradiographed with the wide film packs which are thinner.
Perhaps the Instrument drawers could have been autoradiographed by two narrow
film strips, each less than 1 in. wide, on either side of the obstruction. The
instrument drawers would not be easily available for removal and visual inspec-
tion. The first two verification methods could have been used on 20 to 30 of
the problem drawers, leaving 15 to 25 for visual verification. This is one way
available at the present time to preserve the randomness of the verification
sample.

If the drawtrs were sealed, a fraction of the sealed drawers in the popu-
lation selected by the sampling plan would still need their contents as V.CJII as
their seal integri .y verified. The rod locking system does not interfere with
autoradiography. Therefore, autoradiography could still be used for the con-
finaatory inspection of the drawer contents, as required by DOE-5630.1, Either
the locking mechanism or the autoradiography could be used as the main inventory
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technlque with the other technique supplementing it. There is a big advantage
to locking the instrument drawers since, for them, autoradiography and drawer
removal are both difficult.

V. ACTIVE INVENTORY TECHNIQUES FOR PLUTONIUM

Various inventory techniques have been proposed for verifying the fissile
mass in a reactor core.1 Passive autoradiography has been discussed in
Sections III and IV. Active autoradiography, foil irradiation, reactivity
worth, and fission rate measurements all require that the assembly be brought
to a critical configuration. The amount of fissile material needed to reach
criticality depends on the arrangement of the material in the core. Therefore,
it is important to verify the core configuration as well as the attainment of
criticality. At-critical measurements offer the possibility of obtaining both
pieces of information simultaneously. The position of the fuel pieces can be
sampled by active autoradiography. The neutron-energy spectrum which governs
the reactivity of the core may be sampled by foil-irradiation measurements.
Reactivity worth and fission rate measurements depend on the facility's equip-
ment and will not be considered as desirable inventory techniques.

A. 23*U I-nagin3

It has been noted that an unclad 2^8U plate produced an active autoradio-
graphic image having approxiamtely the same density as that of a clad Pu
plate.1 The presence of the cladding was the only means of distinguishing
between the two plates. A diversion scenario in which clad, depleted uranium
is substituted for plutonium needs to be considered. Although it was felt that
the presence of th*2 additional cladding would attenuate the radiation from the
DU plate to an extent that the diversion would be dlscoverd, an experiment was
conducted to investigate the scenario. A DU plate was partially obscured by a
15-.'11 SS shield to simulate the Pu plate cladding. The reactor was run for a
totfl of 100 watt-hours. Strips of 3M QA-V film, 1.38 in. wide, that had been
In the reactor drawers approximtely six hours, are shown in Fig. 13. The film
labeled 178-45 has a 3-in. DU plate to the right of the Pu column. The center
1.5 in. of the DU plate is covered by the SS shield. It can be seen that this
shield blocks the radiation coming from the DU plate. The film labeled 178-58
was in a control drawer with no DU. The substitution of DU for Pu is not a
credible diversion scheme to defeat active autoradiography.

B. Film Reactivi ty Worth

The reactivity worth of the film must be known so that the number of film
strips inserted in the reactor does not exceed safety limits. Twenty-five
strips of 18-in. long by 1.38-in. wide 3M QA-V film were irradiated for a total
integrated exposure of 100 watt-hours. The reactivity change due to che film
was determined to be 8.258 ̂ /kg of film (about 24.8 Ih/kg). This is approxi-
mately four times less than the reactivity effect observed In a previous ZPR-9
experiment.1 The difference in the reactivity effect was expected because of
the softer spectrum of ZPPR Assembly 11-B as compared to that of the ZPR-9 core.
It correlates well with the polyethylene central worth values of the two assem-
blies. Based on these results, it should be possible to insert 200 pieces of
film in ZPPR Assemiby 11 during an active autoradiographic inventory.
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Fig. 13. 178-45: At-critical autoradiograph of Pu plate with a 3-in
DU plate beside it. The center 1.5 in of the DU plate is
covered by a 15-mil thick SS shield.

178-58: At-criticl autoradicgraph of Pu plate only.
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The exposed film was developed at ANL-IL under various processing condi-
tions. The best results were obtained with the TDI automatic processor at
24°C and 60% speed (116.6 sec), and Kodak X-Omat chemicals. Hand processing
In Kodak Dektol developer produced uneven backgrounds which made the film
difficult to Interpret (unevenness can be seen In Fig. 13).

The dark background of these Irradiated films indicate that criticallty
had been achieved. A random distribution of the film In the reactor core is
used to verify the core configuration.

C. Spectral Indices

Spectral indices may be calculated from the results of foil irradiation
measurements and used to indicate the shape of the energy spectrum of the core
neutrons. liowever, it is difficult to directly or quantitatively relate the
spectral index to core composition or to core fissile content. One possibility
is to verify the core during initial loading by the use of alternate NDA tech-
niques.1 The spectral indices can be measured for this initial configuration
which can then be used as the reference configurations. Subsequent inventories
could be scheduled when the core is close to this reference configuration, so
that reloading the core to the reference to measure the spectral index would
have minimum impact. (A passive inventory conducted after an Initial loading
would also verify the core configuration for an active inventory that measures
spectral indices, provided the passive inventory did not violate the randomness
of the sample.) However, it is uncertain how often the core would be close
enough to the reference configuration to make a return to the refernce accept-
able to the facility. Locking this technique into the experimental time table
would limit the usefulness of the technique.

Spectral indices can be calculated, eliminating the need for a reference
configuration. However, a large data base is required, along with a very soph-
isticated computed program. This is probably beyond the capabilities of the
inspectors.

The 2 3 8U capture and fission reaction rates are usually measured as a
function of axial and radial position for ZPPR and ZPR-6 and -9 cores. Cross
sections for these reactions are shown in Fig. 14 as a function of neutron
energy. Often, 0 fission and Pu reaction rates are also measured. The
reaction rates and reaction rate ratios have been published for various core
configurations. The published data can be examined and possibly used to
determine an expected change in a chosen spectral index (reaction rate ratio)
as a function of axial and radial position. The data may also indicate the
value of the spectral index to be expected for various core configurations.
If the data proves to be useful, the core would not have to be returned to a
reference configuration. The 2 3 8U reaction rates could be used to construct a
spectral index, but the 2 3 8U foils would have to be shipped in accordance with
the regulations of the country operating the fast critical assembly. Alter-
nately, foils could be stored under seal at the facility.

If non-radioactive foils are preferable, then In and Au foils could be
used. As indicated in Fig. 14, the In(n.n') cross section is very similar to
the 238U(n,f) cross section between 10 keV and 10 MeV. The In(n/r) and the
Au(n,Y) cross sections are very similar to the 238U(n,Y) cross section in the
same energy range. Most of the neutrons in a fast critical assembly have
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Fig. 14, Cross Sections of Selected Reactions as a Function of Neutron Energy.

energies in this range. Here, an In(n,Y)/I(n,n') or an Au(n,Y)/I(n,n')
spectral index should be very similar to a 238U(n,Y)/238(n,f) spectral index.
The use of Cd filters around the Au or In foils should also indicate any signi-
ficant amount of thermal neutrons, which would be expected if polyethylene were
used to compensate for the loss of reactivity due to the diversion of fuel.

A 252Cf neutron-irradiated source can be used to correlate the foil
indices with the 2 3 8U index as a function of neutron energy.

D. Active Inventory

The inventory described in Section IV was conducted with passive auto-
radiographic techniques. In recent y^ars the inventories at ZPPR have been
scheduled during periods when the reactor did not contain sufficient fuel to
reach crlticallty. The active inventory methods could not be used.

A demonstration active inventory is proposed for FY 81 after the ZPPR
loading changes have been completed. This will test active autoradiography
and spectral-index measurements as tools in the safeguards program. Usually,
there is less than IX excess fuel in a reactor. However, IX is often more than
the 8 kg criteria. Therefore, the achievement of criticality does not guarantee
the absence of diversion from the core. Also, the film has a positive ractivity
effect and can further mask a diversion. The active Inventory techniques can
be used in conjunction with the passive methods described above to ensure that
the material giving the passive autoradicgraph is actually fissile.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The inventory of ZFPR with technqiues developed under this program demon-
strated that this facility could be inventoried in four shifts with a team of
five people from outside the facility. The inventory plan met the requirements
set down in IAEA-174 for both timeliness and detection of the diversion of sig-
rifleant quantities. The inventory was accomplished with simple technqiues and
equipment that could be brought in by an inspection team. All data was inter-
preted on site, and a verbal report of the findings was presented to the facility
operators on the last day of the inventory. Radiation exposures to everyone
involved in the inventory were well within acceptable limits.

Of the drawer-sealing techniques presented, the rod locking system would
not interfere with autoradiographic inspection. In a large-scale inventory,
autoradiography would still be needed along with seal verification. Drawer
seals would be extremely useful for the instrument drawers where removal would
greatly disrupt the experimental program.

Part of the effort in FY 81 will be directed toward preserving the
randomness of the reactor inventory sample. This randomness was violate^ in
the September 1980 inventory when the film packs could not be inserted into
10% of the drawers. There are three possible ways to preserve the randomness.
First, change the size of the film pack. Second, seal the drawers that will
consistently resist film insertion, such as instrument drawers. Finally,
remove the drawers from the matrix tubes for visual verification.

Another part of the eftort in FY 81 will be directed toward relating the
spectral-index measurements to known core configurations. Also, the change in
the spectral index with axial or radial position has to be tabulated from
available data from ZPPR and ZPR-6 and -9 reactor cores. The spectral-index
measurements will be made during a demonstration active inventory.

Finally, a demonstration passive inventory will be the final test for the
film packs to measure the lengths and widths of EU columns in a DU matrix.
Two different packs give good images. The 30-mil pack of lead and X-ray film
should fit into more than 80% of the drawers. The rejection percentage will
be measured during the inventory.
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APPENDIX

A WEIGHTED HYPERGEOMETRIC SAMPLING PLAN

(A. L. Harkness and G. H. Winslow)

Abstract

Described ie a method of obtaining a weighted sample fvom
two or more populations eo that a statistical statement can be
made about the total population. The statistical statement
desired defines RQL (resectable quality level) and fyj = I - CL
(confidence level). The subpopulations might consist of con-
tainers of nuclear material, the amount per container being
essentially the same for a given eubpopulation but different for
the different subpopulations. Knowing the amount of material in
each subpopulation, M^, and the number of containers to be included
in the sample from each subpopulation is computed from the equa-
tion for the hypergeometric distribution with zero acceptance
number, with R^ = BQM^/M and the same RQL as was chosen for the
total population.

There are frequent occasions when there is similar material stored in
different ways, but when one would like to treat all material as belonging to
the same population for sampling purposes. The problem is how to prorate the
sample size to give proper representation to each of the subpopulations. For
example, at some time a reactor vault might hold 3000 kg of fuel stored in 1300
canisters, and the reactor might hold 500 kg of the same type of fuel stored in
500 drawers. Then we question how many of these canisters and drawers must be
examined to be 95% certain that less than 1% of the material has been misplaced
or that the records are not in error. We intuitively feel that the vault can-
isters, which contain an average of about 2.3 kg, should be given more atten-
tion than the reactor drawers, which contain an average of 1 kg of fuel.

Let us first see what can be said about a portion of a population of
similar Items from which a random sample of items has been examined so that we
are 95% certain that less than 1% of them are defective. For the purpose of
this paper, we will define a defecct to be an item or container which is
eitl.er missing or has no material in it. In what follows, we will say that
the population has been examined or tested at the 95:1 level. Let the popula-
tion size be 10,000. The sample size is computed from the equation for the
hypergeometric distribution with zero acceptance number. That is, if a single
defective item appeared in the sample, the population would fail the test, and
some more extensive action would be taken.

The sample size can be rigorously computed from the equation

,N - D.
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where Bg - 1 - CL (confidence level)

- 1 - 0.95 - 0.05

N - number of posutlated defects - 100

D - population size - 10,000

n » sample size to be computed

(*) - a!/b!(a - b)!

A well known (1) simplified equation which gives the same value for n and
is easier to use is

n - [N- (D - 1)/2][1 - e o
1 / D] (2)

Substituting the values for N,D and 3Q, we compute n to be 293.67 or 294.

It is expected that the defective and sample items are randomly distributed
throughout the population. That is, any fraction of the population will have
that same fraction of defective and sample items. The question now is what
statement can be made about a fraction of the population.

Equation 2 can be solved for (5Q

60 = (1 - n/[N - (D - 1)/2])D (3)

For one-half of the population N = 5000, D = 50, and n = 1A7. Substituting
these values into Eq. 3, we compute 6 = 0.22324; this is very close to 0.22322

which is 0Q , where gg *s computed for the total population by using Eq. 3
and the integral value of n. This is slightly less than the value of 0.05
which was planned. In general, the 3-i associated with any fraction of the

1/x
population (1/x) is QQ ', the hypothesized fraction of defectives (sometimes
called RQL or rejectable quality level) is the same as for the total population.

Incidentally, the value of 6Q f o r t h e total population (taking N = 10,000,
D = 100 and n = 294) computed from Eq. 3 differs from the value computed using
the rigorous Eq. 1 by only 26 parts in 106. This is an empirical justification
of the simplified Eqs. 2 and 3.

A more direct approach than the above empirical one is to examine Eq. 3.
If the values of N, D, and n are all reduced by the same factor x, this factor
is almost canceled in the second term within the parenthesis. We are then
left with essentially the same value raised to the D/x, rather than D, power-

When there is a population of N items which can be thought of as made up
of several subpopulations of N^ items each, the sample sizes for the subpopu-
lations can be computed in either of two ways to obtain the same results.
First, the sample size (n) for the total population can be computed by using
Eq. 2, and this, then can be prorated over the subpopulations by using

n± = nN±/N
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Alternatively, a 8j can be computed for each of the Depopulations from the 0g
chosen for the total population

The values for n. can then be computed by using Eq. 2 and N., D , and this

j} . We have assumed that all items have the same weJ^ht; the ratios N /N and

M /M are then equal.

The following table was computed with this alternate method for a popula-
tion of 10,000 items having three subpopulations with %/N equal to 1/2, 1/3,
and 1/6, respectively. The values for BQ and D were taken as 0.05 and 0.01N,
respectively.

TABLE I

1/2
1/3
1/6

Ni

5000
3333
1667

0.
0.
0.

h
2236
3684
6069

n

146
97
48

i

.8

.9

.9

The three values for sample sizes (n^), when rounded, are identical to 1/2,
1/3, and 1/6 of the sample size of 294 computed for the total population. In
addition, the product of the three values fr (Ĵ  is equal to 0.05, the value
selected for |3Q for the total population. This is as it should be. A p^ is
the probability that no defects will be found among the sample items when 1%
(in this case) of the items in the subpopulation are defective. The probability
of this result of no defects in a sample happening simultaneously for the
several subpopulations is the product of the probabilities for each one. This
should be equl to the $Q computed (from Eq. 3) for the same total sample drawn
at random from the total population.

Return now to the original question of 3000 kg of fuel in 1300 canisters
in the vault and 500 kg in 500 drawers in the reactor. The situation is simi-
lar to the example if weight of fuel, instead of number of items, is used in
computing the 0̂ 's for each of the two subpopulations. Assuming we wish to
test this popi^ation at the 95:1 level, the 3Q for the total population is 0.05;
for the vault. fit is (0.05)

3 0 0 0/ 3 5 0 0 = 0.0767, and for the reactor, B± is
(0.05)50°/3500 = 0.6518. By using Eq. 2, with Dt equal to one percent of the
containers in each case, the number of the 1300 canisters to be included in the
sample is 232, and the number of the 500 drawers is 41.

Note that if the 1800 containers are treated as being equal, the sample
size for a 95:1 test would be 275. If this is prorated between the vault
canisters and the reactor drawers, the sample sizes would be 199 and 76,
respectively. The reactor drawers, which contain about 1 kg each, would be
over-sampled at the expense of the vault canisters which contain about 2.3 kg
each, causing the net computed confidence level to be dependent on the distri-
bution of the defects between the subpopulations. This effect is demonstrated
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by examining the effective 60 for the population as the hypothesized total

loss is distributed in different ways between the two subpopulations. At an

RQL of 0.01, the loss is 35 kg for our example. If we use the subscripts v

and r to refer to the vault and reactor, respectively, we have

D + (3000/1300)D 35 (4)

where D and D are numbers of defective items.

The effective B
Q
 for the total population will be the product B β . By

rewriting Eq. 3 for each of the two subpopulations, we have

6
0
 - { 1 - n

v
/ [ N

y
- < D

v
- l)/2]}

D
v

(5)

Then the effect of the two methods of weighting the n^'s is seen by comparing

the overall Bo's shown in Tables II and III as the number of defective items

is distributed between the two subpopulations according to Eq. 4. The appear-

ance of nonintegral numbers of defects is no problem for these computations

because they are only intermediate numbers used to illustrate the difference

between the two procedures.

TABLE II

n = 1 9 9 n = 7 6
v r

0

5

10
13

15.17

35

23.46

11.92

5
0

0.

0.

0.

0.

1

4351

1887

1141

0793

TABLE III

0.

0.

0.

0.

0025

0190

1368

4369

1

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0025

0082

0258

0498

0793

n =232 n =41
v r

0

5
10
13

15.17

35

23.46

11.92

5
0

1
0.3736

0.1390

0.0766
0.04O'

d

0.0448

0.1280

0.3563

0.6508

1

0.0448

0.0478

0.0495

0.0498

0.0498
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For the results of Table II, Eq. 5 has been used with the values of nv

and nr as determined by prorating a total sample size of 275 between the two
populations when the containers are treated equally. For the results of Table
III, Eq. 5 has been used with nv and nr as determined by weighting the Sj/s
according to the mass In each population. We see from Table II that the effec-
tive confidence level varies from about 0.997, if the whole loss is postulated
to be In the reactor, to about 0.92, If the whole loss Is postulated to be In
the vault. In Table III, on tb*1 other hand, the effective confidence level
remains slightly better than the design level of 0.95 regardless of the manner
in which the loss is postulated.

The reason can be understood by considering Eq. 5. If we set dln(3o/dDv
equal to zero, while remembering Eq. 4, we will establish the criterion for
60 to be independent of Dv or the distribution of defects. We find a first
order approximation to be

nv/Mv = nr/Mr (6)

where M and M are the total masses in the vault and the reactor, respectively.

The ratio n,/M. is very nearly the same for all subpopulations when the items

in them all have the same weight. The difference in this ratio for the several
subpopulations increases as the difference in weight of the subpopulation items
increases. The small change in the value of the effective 3o (0.448 to 0.0498
in Table III), when the hypothesized missing material is distributed dispropor-
tionately between the subpopulations, also increases as the difference between
the item weights increases.

It is clear that the number of subpopulations need not be limited to two.
The procedure, then, is ideally suited to the sampling of a stratified popula-
tion. Once values have been selected for (3o anc* RQL» the sample size for each
stratum is computed separately, with no reference to the other strata. This
sample size is computed with the hypergeometric distribution equation for zero
acceptance number. The value to be used for RQL is the same as that selected

for the total population, and the value to be used for 3 is (5.. *• , where M.

and M are the total masses of the strata and the population, respectively. We
submit that this procedure gives proper weighting of the sample to each of the
strata.
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